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Abstract

This paper sets out to explain the benefits
of Quality of Service (QoS) in comparison
with a basic service, such as Best Effort.
The content is generally directed towards
those who are not experts in QoS but who
wish to have an overview of its benefits.
The approach is mainly on a per router
basis.
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1. Introduction

We will begin by defining basic notions such as
the Best Effort service, which is the standard
IP service. Next we will define congestion. Fi-
nally, we will give a general definition of QoS.
This paper is based on the diffSERV architec-
ture, which implies that it will investigate how
the router treats the packets.

The second part of this document is based on
interviews conducted with network users. The
interview results showed that some applications
require guarantees on parameters. Out of the
required guarantees, it is possible to extract two
different sets. For each of these sets, we will
define their parameters. Then for each of these
parameters, we will explain how the Best Ef-
fort service prevents the user from obtaining the
expected guarantees and present a solution for
achieving these guarantees.

Finally, we will outline the issues to be consid-
ered before the implementation of QoS.

2. Definitions

2.1. Best Effort

By nature, the basic IP service available in most
of the network is the Best effort (BE).

From a router point of view, this service could
be described as follows:
When a router receives a packet:

- first it will determine where to send the in-
coming IP packets (the next-hop of the
packet). This is usually done by looking up
the destination address in the forwarding ta-
ble1 .

- Once it is aware of the next-hop, it will send
the packet to the interface associated to this
next-hop. If the interface is not able to im-
mediately send the packet, it is stored on
the interface in an output queue.

- If the queue is full, the arriving packet is
dropped. If the queue already contains pack-
ets, the newcomer  is subjected to extra de-
lay due to the time needed to emit the older
packets in the queue.

All the packets are treated equally. There are
no guarantees, no differentiation and no attempt
at enforcing fairness. However, the network
should try to forward as much traffic as possi-
ble with reasonable quality. This leaves freedom
with respect to how the reasonable quality should
be optimised for everybody (FIFO output queue
or Active Queue Management –Random Early
Drop).

1  The type of routing is not a part of the quality of
service definition.
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2.2. Congestion

A congestion period on an interface is when a
router starts to build an output queue on this in-
terface. This happens when an interface re-
ceives, from the router switch fabric, more traf-
fic than it is able to forward.

During a period of congestion, (in the case of
Best Effort behaviour) the packets suffer extra
delay due to the time needed to transmit the pack-
ets which were previously enqueued in that in-
terface. The queue sizes vary quite consider-
ably. Once the output queue is full (all the output
buffering capacity of the interface has been al-
located), the new packet is dropped.

In order to provide the guarantees (on delays,
IPDV, etc) required by applications such as voice
over IP, or video-conferencing, the IP packets
have to cross routers with empty or nearly empty
queues. Mechanisms are thus needed in order
to provide guarantees to the traffic generated
by such applications.

2.3. Quality of Service

One way to provide a guarantee to some traffic
is to treat the packets differently from packets
of other types of traffic. This is where Quality
of Service (QoS) comes into view. One defini-
tion for QoS is: the ability of a network element
to have some level of assurance that its traffic
and service requirements can be achieved [NfQ].

Based on user needs, we have identified four
different parameters requiring guarantees. We
will define these parameters and highlight what
could prevent a Best Effort based service from
achieving these guarantees. We will then sug-
gest some solutions based on an IP Differenti-
ated Services (DiffSERV) domain [RFC2475].

DiffSERV is a layer-3 framework to provide
control to aggregate of flows. At the edge of a
DiffSERV domain, packets are classified into
flows and the flows are conditioned (marked,
policed or shaped) to a traffic conditioning speci-
fication. The flows are then aggregated. A
DiffSERV Codepoint (DSCP) identifies a per-

hop behaviour (PHB) and is set in each packet
header.

The DSCP is carried in the DS-field, which is
formed from six bits of the IP header former
ToS byte [RFC2474]. The PHB is the forward-
ing behaviour which is to be applied to the packet
in each node in the DiffSERV domain (the Best
Effort paragraph describes the BE per hop be-
haviour).

3. Service Needs

The first step is to identify the user needs and
understand their application requirements.

The SEQUIN project2 conducted an interview
to try and understand the users’ needs for Qual-
ity of Service, their perception of QoS, the ap-
plications they intend to use and how their net-
works are used [Interv]. A questionnaire was
sent to twenty pan-European groups who could
make use of QoS. Ten answers were received.

From these answers, there would appear to be
a clear need for two types of service in addition
to the Best Effort service. A time-based service
and a throughput-based service. For these two
types of service, four parameters requiring guar-
antees were identified: delay, jitter, bandwidth
and loss. The time-based service will be named
“IP Premium” in accordance with the TF-NGN
and SEQUIN work.

For each of these parameters, we will provide a
definition of  what could prevent the BE per hop
behaviour from satisfying these requirements
(this list is not intended to be exhaustive) and
we will explain how other services could also
try and fulfil the requirements.

3.1. IP Premium Service

The IP Premium service is used for real time
applications, voice over IP, video-conferencing
etc. These applications require low one-way de-
lay, low jitter and low loss. The IP Premium serv-

2 http://www.dante.net/sequin/
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ice provides upper-bounded one-way delay, up-
per-bounded one-way packet delay variation,
guaranteed bandwidth and zero or low loss.

3.1.1. One-way Delay

+ Definition

The one-way delay could be defined as the time
between the emission of the first bit of an IP
packet by the source and reception of the last
bit of this packet by the receiver [RFC2679].

A distinction between the delay required by the
application and the one-way delay introduced
by the network has to be made. The user has to
take into account that the operating systems (in-
terruptions), the packetisation, the compression
etc. can introduce some extra delays which are
not taken into account by the “network one way-
delay”.

The one-way delay is equivalent to the sum of
the single-hop delays suffered between each pair
of consecutive pieces of equipment encountered
on the path.
A pair of equipment is made up of the emitting
equipment and the receiving equipment.

Figure 1. Transmission delay

The single-hop delays suffered between two
piece of equipment consist of:

- transmission time: time taken to transmit
all the bits of the frame containing the
packet, i.e the time between emission of
the first bit of the frame and emission of
the last bit. It is inversely proportional to
the line speed. (Fig. 1)

- propagation delay: the time between emis-
sion (by the emitting equipment) of the first

bit (or the last bit) of a packet and the re-
ception of this bit by the receiving equip-
ment. It is mainly a function of the speed of
the light and the distance travelled. (Fig. 2)

- equipment delay: delays introduced by the
receiving piece of equipment of the pair. It
consists of all the delay introduced by this
equipment before it becomes an emitting
equipment of a pair by sending the first bit
of the frame to the next piece of equipment.
This delay consists of the processing time,
the packet switching, the queueing delays
etc.

We consider that the equipment delay of the re-
ceiver equipment (at the other end of the path)
is considered to be equal to zero. The end user
has to keep it in mind.

Figure 2. Propagation delay

Figure 3. Congested interface output
queue. The last packet in the queue (in
black) has to wait (N*8) / X sec before

being emitted by the interface.

+ Best Effort Inadequacies

The first two delays are fairly constant. The third
one is more important in case of congestion and
increase with the load3 .

The queueing delay is the most “dangerous”
delay for the application requiring an upper-
bounded delay as the queue length varies quite
considerably. A congested STM-1 interface with
a 55 Megabyte First In First Out queue can in-

Transmission delay: time needed by a
router to transmit all the bit of a packet
(and the added header of the layer
below).

Emitting
router

Receiving
router

Emitting
router

Receiving
router

Propagation time: time between the
emission of the last bit of a packet
(or the first one) and its reception.

Sending
rate = X bpsNumber of bytes

which have to be
sent before the last
queued packet = N

packet
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troduce three seconds of queueing delay. On a
path between end-users, you can easily encoun-
ter several congested interfaces (with different
“level” of congestion). Now imagine the impact
of such heavily congested interfaces on an end-
to-end application requiring an upper bounded
one-way delay of 150ms.

+ Scheduling Mechanism

One solution is to give priority, in the output queue,
to the packets requiring an upper-bounded de-
lay over the other packets. This can only be done
if the load of the upper-bounded one-way delay
packets is bounded so there is no queueing or
loss in this high priority class. In such a way, the
queueing delay of these packets can be mini-
mised and kept under a certain value, even in
the case of interface congestion.

Figure 4. Congested interface with a Round Robin like scheduling algorithm. The IP Premium
packets (white) are sent into a separate output queue to the other types of traffic. This output
queue has a weight of N which allows it to be emptied more quickly than the others. During
the next round, the N first packets of the white queue will be de-queued (in this example, all
the packets have the same size) and one packet of each other queue will be de-queued. N
could be 98, so we are serving 98 packets of the white queue, this means a rate of 98% of

the link capacity (the packets having, in this example  the same packet size).

2 One should be careful with traffic engineering tech-
niques not to increase the delays by choosing a non
optimal path. This means other link metric than those
proportional to the propagation delays (or trans-
mission delay in case of short distance between
equipment). If pure shortest-path routing would lead
to congestion on some paths, then traffic engineer-
ing is one possible way to reduce the “queueing
delay” by distributing traffic to less congested paths.
However it degrades the service by making traffic
take a longer path than would be necessary if the
network was adequately provisioned along the
shortest path.

To reach this goal, we should be able to differ-
entiate these packets from the other one. This
can be achieved by:

- writing a different DSCP value other than
the BE one in IP header.

- classifying these packets in an output queue
other than the BE ones.

- using scheduling mechanisms such as:
* Strict Priority queueing, where the IP

Premium service packets are assigned
to a queue which has an absolute pri-
ority over all other queues. The queue
is served until it is empty.

* Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ
[Keshav97]), where IP Premium serv-
ice packets are assigned to a queue,
which has a relatively high weight in
comparison to all the other ones.

* Deficit Round Robin (DRR [Sheer95]),
Modified Deficit Round Robin (MDRR
[Sreen]), Weighted round Robin
(WRR), where all the other queues are
restricted to a small round-robin time-
shared where the IP Premium service
queue is served more frequently.

The goal is to try to have the IP Pre-
mium service queue as empty as possi-
ble.

- the packets are able to go straight to the
high Priority queue without risk of starving
the other queues (and the other traffic types
they contain), because a strict policing is
applied on those packets at all the ingress
points.. This is very important in case of
use of  strict priority queues.

Packet

N*Weight = N

Weight = 1

Weight = 1
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 These mechanisms allow us to reduce the one-
way delay in case of congestion and to quantify
the worst case delay queueing.

3.1.2. IP Packet Delay Variation

+ Definition

According to the IETF IPPM group, the IP
Packet Delay Variation (IPDV) of packets
within a stream [IPDV] is defined as:

"The IP Packet Delay Variation of a pair of pack-
ets within a stream of packets, defined for a
selected pair of packets in the stream, going from
measurement point to another one, is the differ-
ence between the one-way-delay of the first of
the selected packets and the one-way-delay of
the second of the selected packets."

This is a measure of the packet inter-arrival time.
Some applications (such as voice) required a
regular arrival of packets.

+ Best Effort Inadequacies

As the IPDV is defined as the difference be-
tween the one-way delay of two packets, its
value is influenced by the variation of the one-
way delay. The main factor influencing the one-
way delay is the queueing delay. Itself influenced,
in case of congestion of the interface, by the
output queue length.

Figure 5. IPDV is the difference between the one-way delay of two packets. IPDV between
packets 1 and 2 is null. But the IPDV between packet 2 and 3 is different of zero. This implies

that the receiver will not receive packets with a regular interval.

The problem is to guarantee an upper-bounded
limit on the IPDV,  this means an upper-bounded
variation of the one-way delay.

+ Scheduling Mechanism

It is important to avoid too huge a variation of
the output queue (of the queueing delay). Send-
ing IP Premium packets to a different output
queue than the other packets and trying to mini-
mise the IP Premium queue length can achieve
this. The queue length can be minimised by us-
ing a scheduling algorithm such as that listed
above and by allocating to the queue a weight
proportionally higher than the other queue. In
order to retain as few packets as possible, we
can reduce and minimise the queueing delay
variation. The solution proposed to upper-bound
the one-way delay is also a solution which can
be used to upper-bound the IPDV.

3.1.2. IP Packet Delay Variation

+ Definition

The packet loss can be defined as the percent-
age of packets sent but not received, or received
in error.  Its measurement is detailed in RFC
2680 [RFC2680].

The packet losses are due to failures, problems
with equipment configuration, bad behaviour of
the line or the equipment encountered on the
path, congestion on the path etc. Some losses
due to failure can be avoided by introducing re-
dundancy.

Sender transmit

Receiver receive

time

time

Delay 1 Delay 2 = Delay 1
Delay 3 >< Delay 1
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+ Best Effort Inadequacies

In case of congestion, the congested interface
starts to build its own output queue. Once the
buffer space allocated to the queue is completely
used (the queue is full), the interface starts drop-
ping packet. These losses are unpredictable and
a BE packet can be lost as well as a packet
requiring guarantees.

+ Scheduling Mechanism

Once again, the solution is to classify the BE
packets and the IP Premium packets into two
different output queues. We have to try to keep
the IP Premium queue as short as possible in
order to avoid it using all its allocated resources
and dropping packets. This can be achieved by
allocating to it a proportionally bigger weight than
to the other output queues. The packet loss is
then avoided and the one-way delay is still up-
per-bounded.

3.1.4. Bandwidth

Bandwidth, in this context, is the amount of data,
in bits per second and at an IP level, which is
transferred from one end of a path to the other
(one user to the other one). The bandwidth (ca-
pacity) can be specified by a maximum burst
size, a peak bandwidth, a minimum assured band-
width and an average bandwidth value.

We will focus mainly on a leased line type of
capacity.  Leased line type of capacity means
that the value of the peak bandwidth will be equal
to the minimum bandwidth and to the average
bandwidth. The burst size will be equal to one
MTU.

The losses on the path between the two end-
users, together with the high round-trip time (eg
for TCP), (thus delay) prevent the ability to pro-
vide a throughput guarantee. In order to guar-
antee the capacity, we have to minimise the
losses (cfr previous parameter) and  limit the
queueing delays.

It is not possible to guarantee high ( proportion-
ally to the link capacity encountered on the path)

IP Premium bandwidth.  If the Bandwidth used
by the IP Premium traffic is too high, it could
badly damage its own performances and that of
the other traffic in times of congestion, as the IP
Premium traffic has some precedence over the
other types of traffic. We have to bear in mind
that, to get good performance for one type of
traffic, you must, in congestion time, reduce the
performance of other types of traffic.

This behaviour corresponds to the Expedited
Forwarding Per Hop Behaviour [RFC2598] and
provide a IP Premium service.

3.2. Throughput Based Service

The second service required by the users is a
guaranteed throughput service with no commit-
ment on the one-way delay and IPDV.  This
service can be applied to projects which want to
ensure a certain amount of connectivity between
two sites.

The throughput can be seen, for congestion-
aware transport protocol such as TCP, as Bulk
Transport Capacity = data_sent / elapsed_time
where “data_sent” represents the unique “data”
bits transferred (i.e., not including header bits or
emulated header bits).

It should also be noted that the amount of data
sent should only include the unique number of
bits transmitted (i.e., if a particular packet is
retransmitted the data it contains should be
counted only once). [RFC3148]  This definition
of throughput for congestion-aware transport
protocol is user oriented because the network
still has to transport the packets which have been
lost (and which have to be retransmitted). We
must take them into account and it is necessary
to make some adaptations between this defini-
tion and what the network has to carry in real-
ity.

With the BE service, the throughput guarantee
cannot be assured because of losses induced by
congestion due to other traffic.  So, it is neces-
sary to differentiate between the guaranteed
throughput packets and the other ones and as-
sure them proportionally less loss than the Best
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Effort service packets.  The throughput is also
limited by the value of the round-trip time.

The use of an Assured Forwarding Per Hop
Behaviour (AF PHB) [RFC2497] can achieve
this.    We will suggest one solution out of sev-
eral.  The proposed solution is to assure some
bandwidth and, if there is some extra free ca-
pacity, the assured throughput flows can use it
but this extra bandwidth will get the same guar-
antees as the Best Effort traffic.

Throughput guarantee can be achieved by:

- writing a DSCP value different to the other
defined service ones in IP header for all the
packets conforming to a certain envelope
(average rate, burst rate etc).  The packets
which are not conforming to this envelope
are marked with a different value.

- classifying the conforming and non-con-
forming packets in the same output queue
as the BE ones.

- configure WRED on the output queues.

The BE and the out-of-profile packets should
have a more aggressive drop policy than the
guaranteed bandwidth packets.  Their WRED
minimum and maximum thresholds are smaller
than the guaranteed bandwidth packets to cause
the drop of these first packets before the drop
of the others, in case of congestion.  The guar-
anteed bandwidth packets are assured to have
a very low packet loss and out-of-envelope

Average
queue depth

Drop
probability

P=1

Min thr BE

Max thr BE Max thr GT

Min thr GT

Best Effort drop profile

Guaranteed Throughput
drop profile

Figure 6. Best Effort Drop profile and the in-profile Guaranteed Throughput drop
profile. When a queue start to be built, the BE packets and out-of-profile have a

higher drop probability than the in-profile Guaranteed throughput.

packets have the same drop probability as the
BE ones.

This will give a guaranteed bandwidth, and a bit
more, even in times of congestion and this be-
haviour provides a guaranteed bandwidth serv-
ice.

4. Issues to Consider for an End-to-End
QoS

In the previous chapter, we have taken a per
hop behaviour point of view. But the users’ re-
quirements are end-to-end. This chapter will
mainly present different issues which could be
encountered in the deployment of such service
within a single domain or across several domains.
These issues are mainly related to the way in
which we are implementing the services.

Should a user wish to use a different service
than Best Effort, what should they do and  from
whom should it be requested? Will the QoS res-
ervation across multiple domains be placed via
a web interface, via a single phone call or via a
bunch of e-mails, phones calls etc? What type
of information will the user have to give, their
own IP address, the IP address of the destina-
tion, the bandwidth they will use to send and
receive? The answers to these questions will
mainly depend on how the service are to be im-
plemented.
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4.1. Destination Aware or Destination
Unaware.

Two different types of service implementation
can be used: destination aware and destination
unaware.

The first one, destination aware, is close to a
point to point service. The service has been re-
quested from point A to point B. It allows pre-
cise dimensioning of the requirements in the net-
work. The maximum resources used at each
node can be evaluated. This implies an admis-
sion control based on DSCP value, IP source
and destination addresses. This requires very
good collaboration between domains and quite a
bit of administrative work if it is not automated.

For the second model, destination unaware, the
user has requested a certain amount of service,
independently of the destination. An admission
control, based on a single envelope at the in-
gress, has to be done per DSCP value. The ca-
pacity used at each egress point of the network
cannot be known in advance and, in the worst
case, it could be equal to the sum of the ingress.
The ingress is sending the traffic to the same
egress, which has some capacity limitation.
There is a need to limit the total ingress capacity
accordingly to the egress capacity. This is easier
to implement than with the previous model but
could imply that less capacity for the service
can be reserved.

4.2. Packets Marking and Policing

The user has to mark their packets with the
DSCP value corresponding to the service re-
quired. Can we trust other users not to use this
service without authorisation (for boosting their
internet connection or for DoS attacks)? The
answer is no. Can we trust a user or domain not
to send more traffic than what has been sub-
scribed for? In general, the answer is yes, but
we have to prevent any accidents which could
damage performance for the other users.

A check of “who uses what” must be done by
the first router encountered on the end-to-end

path. This check has to be done based on the
source address, destination address, and a traf-
fic envelope. All excess traffic coming from an
authorised source has to either be re-marked or
be dropped (policing). Traffic originating from
an unauthorised source having a different DSCP
value to the Best Effort one has to be re-marked
as BE (or be dropped).

Each ingress router for a domain has to check
the aggregate that other domains are sending to
it. The check is based on the DSCP value and
an envelope (a description of the traffic behav-
iour). The excess packets can either be dropped
or be remarked as Best Effort. These drops/
remarks have to be monitored and a signal must
be sent to the domain indicating the submission
of non-conforming traffic.

The main issue is the ability of the ingress rout-
ers to perform such large scale policing (e.g
access list in hardware).

4.3. Remarking

In order to allow differentiation of the packets
by the network and to treat them in the appro-
priate way, the packets have to be marked as
being part of one class of service.

Not all applications are able to mark the IP pack-
ets with the DSCP value corresponding to a serv-
ice. That is why the first router encountered has
to be able to re-write the DSCP value of an IP
packet.

The DSCP value characterising a service can
vary from one domain to another. The ingress
or egress routers of a domain, depending on the
router capabilities of the two domains, have to
be able to re-write it.

We have to keep in mind that, when a DSCP
value is attributed to a service, a few routers
cannot perform some operations based on the
DSCP value, only on precedence field. The prec-
edence field is formed from the three first bits
of the DSCP field.
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4.4. Shaping

In order to reduce the burstyness of the traffic,
the shaping has to be done as close to the source
as possible. This could also be done at the egress
of the network to avoid forwarding a bursty ag-
gregate to the next domain. The main use of a
shaped traffic is to avoid receiving traffic burst
on an outgoing interface. This could result in too
quick a build up of the queue and potentially drop
packets of a source irrespective of its envelope.

4.5. Monitoring

Monitoring is needed in order to provide capac-
ity to cope with the traffic evolution and to prove
to the end-user that the domain respects its part
on the end-to-end path performances.

Ideally, the main parameters of a service (e.g.
one-way delay, IPDV, throughput and loss for
IP Premium) have to be monitored on an end-
to-end basis by the end-users. If the perform-
ances are worse than those expected, the end

End-user A

End-user B- Policing based on source,
destination, DSCP value,
enveloppe.

- Marking

Domain A

Domain B

Domain C
- Shaping
- Marking

- Policing aggregate
(DCSP value)

- Marking

- Shaping
- Marking

- Policing based on source,
destination, DSCP value,
enveloppe.

- Marking

Figure 7. Shows where the policing, shaping and marking can be done. All these actions do
not need to be done. It mainly depends on  how the service is implemented and on the router

capabilities.

user has to report it and should be able to check
the contribution to this value of each encoun-
tered network/domain on the path.

Each domain should be able to produce some
graphs of each parameter for each ingress-egress
pair of access/connection. They should be able
to write a DSCP value.

Between two measurement boxes/software
there should be two “measurement connections”
(one in each direction) to measure the one-way
delay, IPDV and one-way losses for each used
DSCP value. A measurement box/software
should be placed in each PoP of the domain
where an access/connection is landing. Each box/
software tool should be connected with a full
mesh of “measurement connections” per used
DSCP value to the other box/software of the
domain (one-way delay, jitter loss). A protocol
also has to be defined to allow two measure-
ment boxes to talk to each other from one do-
main to another.

Depending on the accuracy and topology re-
quired, GPS or NTP will be needed to synchro-
nise the measurement boxes.
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4.6. Interconnection Between Different
Technologies

Another issue is the interconnection between
different technologies (ATM, MPLS, tunnelling,
LAN etc). How can two implementations of
services be matched? For example, we have two
users exchanging Best Effort traffic and IP Pre-
mium traffic. One user in an ATM network, the
other one on a DiffSERV network. At the edge
of the two networks, how can we match the
two users’ IP Premium traffic into a CBR PVC
and their best effort one with the best effort traf-
fic?

This type of question will arise each time that
two networks, deploying different technologies,
are interconnected  and for each type of mate-
rial used in this interconnection.

5. Conclusion

At times of congestion, if applications require
some guarantees, the Best Effort service is not
sufficient and QoS mechanisms have to be in-
troduced in order to provide some IP Premium
or guaranteed throughput services. Therefore,
it is interesting to deploy the QoS mechanism
where congestion is expected. The implemen-
tation of such services implies a need to have
appropriate equipment.

Finally, we must bear in mind that an “applica-
tion-to-application” guarantee depends on the
network but also on the equipment of the end-
user.
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